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shall see seed, and continue there Mr. Lee. He s-shall make long, or prolong

days. He was cut off out of the land of the living. Now, that of course fits not

with the individual vh o believe in his szm so ....God accepts the sacrifice . The

atonement is complete. But it is not ended ....Not come to and end. I am inclined

to think that it is by instead of him. It is not that the . . but it something tl t is

through what he has done by means of ... the pleasure of the Lord shall paFese

prosper by means of what he has done. I would think that it is definitely true.

The pleasure of the Lord will prosper in His hand. And Mr. Kim could you read

us the next. He shall be satisfied. He will look away from the travail ci tl'e His

soul.x, and He will be satisfied, for the-by the toll of His SD ul He will see through

the things that are necessary, and He will be sdx satisfied.

seHe-iyl- He will see deliverandcce, it has accomplished great things. And He

will be satisfied because of what happens later. In our English language .. . there

i s a little peculiarity .... ordinarily in ... an attributive adj. and agrees with lxx it

in number , gender, and case .... And here in that case. My servant , the righteo.s

one, that is not what we have here. Here we have by His ck knowledge. He is

going to do that ... By the great knowledge that he possesses. I remember hearing

when I was a boy.xx about somebody that had a machine that they couldn't get started.

And they saw a man and they said , Could you help me. And he gave this bill, $25.25

and the y said... We're glad to pay the bill, but we think cbdt is very peculiar, but

will you explain it to us. And they said of course, it is .25 for doing it and $25.00

for knowing how to do it. Well , it shows the importanceof knowledge. You can tix

do things wrong, you can get them all messed up. If you don't understand it is

better to keep your hands off, but if you know how to do it, then with a little bit

of effort you can do a thing and so knowledge is a tremendous thing, and the
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